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| about this wine |
Quivira’s Wine Creek Ranch has near perfect climate overlap with Southern 
Rhône and Elusive is inspired by expressive red blends like Chateaneuf-
du-Pape. Our Rhône varieties— Grenache, Syrah, and Mourvèdre— are 
grown only a couple hundred yards apart from one another, creating a 
distinct synergy. The grapes used in 2013 Elusive had smaller berries, 
which yields wine of exceptional concentration and structure.

| at the winery |
The sum is greater than the parts as each variety is precisely farmed for 
its distinct characteristics and then masterfully blended in the cellar. After 
malolactic fermentation, the core lots for Elusive were transferred to our 
battery of larger oak casks, which range in size from 600-900 gallons. 
These Foudres are the traditional casks used in the Rhône Valley and fully 
develop a tantalizing mouthfeel and texture. Through this deliberate aging 
method, the aromatics and flavors of our New World fruit are significantly 
fresher, brighter, and in better balance with tannin development. 

| in the glass |
A vibrant spectrum of strawberry and cherry are front-and-center but 
nicely counterpointed by layers of brooding darker fruit, Mediterranean 
herbs, and subtle earthy characters. The smoky, dark fruit and lightly floral 
Syrah playoff the spicy and slightly rustic Mourvèdre notes. In turn, both 
are perfectly complemented by the high-toned purity of the Grenache. 
2013 was the first vintage Counoise was added to Elusive’s blend, and 
adds an enticing touch of floral and citrus rind lift.

| technical notes |
49% Syrah, 27% Mourvèdre, 18% Grenache, 6% Counoise
ph 3.59  |  TA 0.59  |  Alc. 14.7%
612 cases
Price $36
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